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NOTES FROM STAFFORDSHIRE. 
BY 

A. W . BOYD. 

IN December, 1922, I was passing the large Staffordshire 
reservoirs and found that duck were wintering there in great 
numbers ; since that date I have visited the locality whenever 
occasion offered—several times during the early months of 
1923, but only three times during the summer, and on a few 
occasions during the autumn migration. 

From an article I had read in British Birds (Vol. IV., 
pp. 104-112) I was prepared to see a good number of species, 
but not to find duck in such quantities. 

It is evident (as was suggested in Messrs. Jourdain & 
Witherby's article) that the frequency of some species is 
influenced by the position these reservoirs hold between Trent 
and Severn. 

A comparison between the birds seen on the Cheshire meres 
during the period is interesting : though the Cheshire waters 
are much nearer to the estuaries and the sea the number of 
duck seen on them never approached that of the Staffordshire 
birds ; in particular, Wigeon and Teal were infinitely more 
plentiful than they ever are in Cheshire. Clearly these 
Staffordshire localities are an important connecting link 
between the Trent and Severn valleys and their winter 
visitors reach them by routes that do not touch Cheshire. 

Birds were in far the greatest numbers on the most westerly 
reservoir and to this the following notes refer unless otherwise 
stated ; we calculated that there were between three and four 
thousand duck on this one water on occasions. At times 
Gailey Pools also held a number of birds but never many in 
comparison. 

I was accompanied by my wife on several occasions, by 
Mr. R. M. Garnett on January 13th, Mr. T. A. Coward on 
January 27th, Mr. H. E. Cocksedge on February 25th and 
Mr. K. Fisher on April 22nd and September 16th. 

The following are details of some of the species seen :— 

PEREGRINE FALCON. (Falco p, peregrinus.) 
On January 27th one flew over the reservoir, but did not 

cause much excitement among the duck ; a small lot of Teal 
rose and it passed right through them without touching any. 
Shortly before, an aeroplane had passed over and caused much 
greater alarm ; all the duck to the number of several thousand 
had risen from the water and flown about for some time. 
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BEWICK'S SWAN. (Cygnus b. bewickii.) 
From January ist to February 25th there was a small herd 

of six on the water whenever we visited it. Usually they 
were tamer than the Mute Swans and allowed very close 
observation as they fed in shallow water. Of these six one 
only so far as I could see had black extending all along the 
culmen of the bill, but in all the basal part of the bill was 
fully orange-yellow and the plumage completely white. 

On February n t h on a piece of flooded land not far from 
Bridgetown, near Cannock, was a herd of twenty-four swans. 
Twenty-three were Mute Swans and the other (which looked 
very small) proved to be a young Bewick's Swan ; its plumage 
generally was dusky and its bill dull white where in the other 
Bewick's it was orange-yellow. 

Then on March 31st and April 22nd there was one on the 
reservoir differing from those we had seen before : it was 
quite duskj'' on the head and neck, but its bill was j'ellow and 
black, though not so clear a yellow as in the six birds seen in 
the same place earlier. April 22nd seems to be a rather late 
date. 
GADWALL (Anas strepera.) 

Four on January 13th ; on January 27th they were very 
wild, but Mr. Coward clearly identified two. From March 31st 
to June 3rd we saw a pair on each visit. On the last day 
mentioned they rose from the middle of a stretch of grass, but 
we searched in vain for a nest. Unfortunately many duck's 
eggs were taken by local boys and possibly these among them. 
They certainly looked as if they were nesting or had nested. 
TEAL. (Anas c. crecca.) 

Next to Wigeon the most abundant duck ; many hundreds 
throughout the winter months and still in large numbers in 
April; a fair number in June and July. 
GAEGANEY. (Anas querquedula.) 

On March 31st three (two drakes and a duck) were feeding 
along the edge of the water in a marshy patch among some 
low rushes ; on April 22nd there was still a pair present and 
Mr. K. Fisher saw them again on April 28th. Not seen after 
that date. 

There seem to be few records for Staffordshire. 
WIGEON. (Anas penelope.) 

The most abundant duck till the end of March ; fully 1,000 
on occasions and always in hundreds ; fully fifty on April 
22nd ; an adult drake in May, June and July. 
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Seldom seen on Gailey Pools ; about twenty there on 
February 25th. 

SHOVELER. (Spatula clypeata.) 
Between twenty and thirty from December to April and 

again in September ; at least three pairs in June and July, 
evidently nesting. 

POCHARD . (Nyroca f. fcrina.) 
In varying numbers from December to the end of February ; 

between 200 and 300 on January 27th and February n t h ; 
eight on July 21st. 

At Gailey Pools a few only ; forty on February 25th. 

TUFTED DUCK. (Nyroca ftdigula.) 
Always in fair numbers, but never very abundant. A good 

many seem to breed, and on July 21st I saw ducks with broods 
of two, six, seven and eight youngsters a few days old. 

SCAUP DUCK. (Nyroca m. mania.) 
A duck or immature male from December to February 

almost always near the same spot. 
To my surprise I saw several undoubted Scaups—ducks or 

immature birds—on July 21st. It might be supposed that 
they were young Tufteds showing white at the base of the bill, 
but the white band on the face was far too broad and definite 
for that to be the case. Their presence seems difficult to 
explain. One or two remained through August and September. 

A duck at Gailey Pools on February 25th and August 26th. 

GOLDENEYE. (Nyroca c. clangula.) 
From December to April 22nd always present and usually 

in some numbers. On several days in January, February 
and March fully thirty seen ; last, seen on April 28th by Mr. 
K. Fisher. Adult drakes in the minority, but five or six on 
March 10th. 

At Gailey Pools always a few up to ten in number ; five 
adult drakes there in February. 

GOOSANDER. (Mergus m. merganser.) 
Two brown-headed birds on December 23rd and January 

13th and one until the end of February. 

SMEW. (Mergus albellus.) 
A fine white adult drake seen by Mr. R. M. Garnett and 

myself on January 13th on Aqualate Mere, near Newpor t -
just inside the Staffordshire border. 
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BLACK-NECKED GREBE. (Colymbus n. nigricollis.) 
On December 28th there was a small Grebe too far distant 

for definite identification, but on January 1st and again on 
January 13th we got an excellent view of it or one like it close 
to the water's edge and saw exactly the face pattern and 
shape of bill. It seemed generally rather more dusky than 
other Black-necked Grebes I have seen in winter. 

RINGED PLOVER. (Charadrius hiaticula.) 

A flock throughout August and September ; seventeen on 
August 26th, the greatest number seen. 

GREY PLOVER. (Squatarola squatarola.) 

Two on September 30th. 

DUNLIN. (Calidris alpina.) 
A flock throughout August and September—from a dozen 

to twenty-one in number. 

CURLEW-SANDPIPER. (Calidris ferruginea.) 
We saw one on September 16th with a flock of Dunlins. 

I can find no record of its previous occurrence in Staffordshire. 
On September 27th I saw two on the Sewage Farm at 

Clifton, near Manchester—some 60 miles distant. 

LITTLE STINT. (Calidris minuta.) 

One on September 2nd. Seen inland also in Lancashire and 
Cheshire. Mr. R. M. Garnett and I saw one on the Clifton 
Sewage Farm on August 23rd and Mr. K. Fisher and I saw 
one at Hurleston Reservoir, near Tarporley, Cheshire, on 
September 16th. 

GREEN SANDPIPER. (Tringa ochroptts.) 

Once in winter—on January 13th ; eight on July 21st, and 
a few in August and September 

GREENSHANK. (Tringa nebularia.) 
One on September 2nd. 

BLACK TERN. (Chlidonias niger.) 

We saw two immature birds on September 16th. In 
Cheshire single birds were passing at Marbury Mere, near 
Northwich, on September 1st and 22nd. 
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